
The tap trends you should
know about when renovating
your kitchen

They’re a functional feature and an essential
part of any kitchen – and taps can

But with different colours, textures and their
placement on your sink or wall, there’s
much to consider.

So how do you choose the right tap for your
kitchen renovation? And what kitchen tap
trends are in?

 

Mismatched colours

The days of choosing a single tap colour throughout your home may be
gone with mismatched and contrasting colour choices trending this year.

Whether it’s a brass tap in the kitchen and a brushed gunmetal piece in your
bathroom, or a black feature tap in your laundry – home renovators are
testing the waters by combining different coloured taps in different areas.

Warm metallics are tipped to be the in-thing this season with brushed brass
and neutral colour tones also said to be popular.



Black accents

They’ve been a favourite in recent years and black taps are set to remain
popular in 2023.

Black taps go with almost everything in a kitchen, including different types
of benchtop materials or light fittings, can be used as a feature to create
contrast and style.

And because of their ongoing popularity, there’s lots of styles and price
points of black taps to choose from.

If you’re looking for products to match, NEFF’s graphite grey range goes
perfectly with brushed gunmetal, while our classic stainless-steel ovens,
including the Choice recommended Slide&Hide® oven, can make a bold
contrast for brushed brass or black taps.

Wall-mounted

The traditional sink-mounted tap continues to come in and out of fashion –
but it’s the wall-mounted style that is having a moment in 2023.

Mounting your mixer or spout (or both) to the wall creates an illusion of
more space at your sink and on your benchtop, and can act as a stylish
feature too.

If you’re looking for other products that can be integrated or hidden to
create more space, and Choice recommended
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And if you’re opting for a wall-mounted tap, remember to consider the
functionality of it too – such as if it is moveable, has an extendable head or
can reach the sides of your sink.

Full-service taps

And finally, there’s a growing preference from home renovators to include
taps that provide instant hot or cold water.

Convenience is something we’re accustomed to in today’s age, and this
extends to the fixtures in our kitchens.

Whether it’s for making a cup of tea or cooking a pot of pasta, instant water
services are becoming more common in the modern .

Starting a kitchen renovation? Talk to a NEFF specialist and the best
appliance packages for your dream kitchen.

About NEFF  

NEFF is a German-engineered kitchen appliance brand, with a product
range that includes ovens, cooktops, rangehoods, coffee machines and
dishwashers designed to make life in the kitchen a daily pleasure. For
people who love to cook, NEFF gives you the tools to create meaningful
connections, express your creativity and make memories. Because real life
happens in the kitchen.

Learn more about NEFF here.
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